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Press Release
On Saturday, September 20, 2014, at 6 pm, SpazioA is proud to present La terra bassa - the first solo show of Giulia
Cenci - in the main gallery in Via Amati 13, Pistoia, after the site-specific installation at the project space in 2013.
Giulia Cenci provides a complex of sculptures whose height defines the limits of installation of the show, which
therefore resembles a low panorama in which everything appears to have been denied the space required to develop
beyond a few mere centimeters above the ground.
The show assumes the appearance of an obstructed, crushed, “already consummated" view, an emersion composed
of objects and residue of equally low relevance. The surface of each one demands our inspection as areas capable
of recording the sculptor’s touch and gesture crystallized in the frigidity of plastic materials that fiercely resist
malleability. The diversity of the surfaces nearly becomes an acknowledgment of presence and of the intention
to affirm an action (voluntary, when performed by the sculptor - or involuntary, as elsewhere) that sooner or later
modifies the aspect of things and even ourselves as well.
The works present an element of duplicity: belonging to forms and designs well-known and repeated in our present
day along with the evident manual workmanship that scourged them, modeled them, stripped them to the bone or
petrified them. Both these characteristics struggle to emerge inside the single objects, which become incomplete,
imperfect qualities, transforming the objects into hybrid containers whose place cannot be guaranteed but in the
very few centimeters of display space left and in the leftover gap between that place and the ground.
“…The ceramicist Butade Sicionio was the first to develop the art of modeling portraits in clay. He made this discovery
in Corinth and owed his invention to his daughter, who was in love with a young man.
Because the young man had to go abroad, Sicionio traced the shadow of the man’s face outlined against a wall by
lamplight. The ceramicist molded clay along the lines of shadow he had traced and copied the face before firing it in
the kiln together with the rest of the day’s vases”. 		
Pliny the Elder (Naturalis Historia, XXXV, 15 e 151)
“A village of dolls and dollhouses, wouldn’t you say? They certainly didn’t hold back on making it picturesque! But I
didn’t bring you to this island merely for the picturesque, my dear friend. Anyone can admire the overturned hulls of
the boats, wooden clogs, painted houses where fisherman smoke fine tobacco surrounded by the smell of turpentine.
I’m one of the only ones who can show you what’s important. Here we are at the dam. We have to follow it in order to
get as far away as we can from those overly charming houses. Have a seat, please. What do you say? Among all the
negative landscapes, this is the nicest! Look at that pile of cinders on the left they call as dune, the gray dam to our
right, the bluish beach at our feet, the sea the color of pale lye in front of us, and the vast sky reflected in the pallid
waters. A soft type of hell. Only horizontal lines, not one bright color; space is colorless, life is dead. Isn’t this the
universal falling apart? Nothingness finally made visible? And no people, above all, no people. Just you and I, in front
of the planet that has finally been deserted at last!” 						
A. Camus, The Fall
"The body is like a jar or a recipient for the soul."
(corpus quidem quasi vas est aut aliquod animi receptaculum). (t, 52-53) 			

Cicero, Tusculanae
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